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bylo uvedeno vÌcekr·t, chiromancie byla Ëasto provozov·na ve dvou r˘zn˝ch prost¯edÌch, z nichû jedno, lidovÈ, po sobÏ nezanech·valo tak¯ka
û·dnÈ viditelnÈ stopy. O existenci ¯eckÈ chiromancie na konci klasickÈ
doby vÌme jen proto, ûe se o nÌ zmÌnil liter·t, jehoû spis se uchoval.
V Indii, »ÌnÏ nebo Mezopot·mii mohlo b˝t h·d·nÌ z ruky zn·mo docela
dob¯e jeötÏ d¯Ìve, ale zpr·vy o tom buÔ nepronikly do pÌsemnictvÌ, nebo
se ztratily. V kaûdÈ z tÏchto tradic takÈ existovalo nÏkolik r˘zn˝ch chiromantick˝ch systÈm˘, kterÈ se navÌc vÌce Ëi mÈnÏ vz·jemnÏ ovlivÚovaly
a promÏÚovaly, a proto lze hovo¯it soubornÏ o chiromancii ¯eckÈ, ËÌnskÈ,
indickÈ, arabskÈ, ûidovskÈ Ëi latinskÈ jen s krajnÌ opatrnostÌ.

Summary
CHIROMANCY IN ANTIQUITY AND IN THE MIDDLE
AGES: ITS BEGINNINGS AND PRINCIPLES
This article is devoted to the origins and the main stages of developement of Greek and Latine palmistry from Classical Antiquity until the
early Renaissance. Chiromantic treatises have been preserved only in
some medieval manuscripts (Greek as well as Latine), but the analysis
of their terminology and basic principles of interpretation indicates that
they were made according to ancient patterns. This is almost certainly
true of Greek chiromantic treatise called Prognostikon, and it is also
likely for a group of more sophisticated Latin writings which do not follow closely the older folk literature of the same type and which ñ in addition to possible Jewish and Arabic influences ñ probably integrate
something of the ancient tradition. A passage in Aristotle, which proves
the existence of chiromancy already in the 4th century BCE, also strongly influenced the form of later chiromantic literature (especially in the
Middle Ages). Whether the ancient Greek palmistry was somehow
marked by older civilizations, where the technique of divination is documented (China, India, Mesopotamia), could not be demonstrated.
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